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Rec#_________  ¬Phone # ____________________________          ¬ Page#________ of ________ 
  
¬Int Name_____________________________¬Emp# ______¬Date         /         /22© ¬Seat #______ 
 
Hello, my name is (first & last name) from SE&A Research.  We are conducting a poll of people's opinions 
toward public affairs and current events and this number was selected at random.  This is a legitimate public 
opinion survey, and I assure you that we are not selling anything. According to the research procedure, I 
have to speak to the youngest (male/female) voter who is registered to vote at this address.      (GO TO 
QUESTION A) 

 
A. Are you currently registered to vote at this address?  (IF "YES," ASK:) Are you registered to vote as 

a Democrat, a Republican, or as something else? 
  

Registered—Democrat ................................................................................  37 CONTINUE 
Registered—Republican .............................................................................  41 CONTINUE 
Registered––something else .......................................................................  22 CONTINUE 
Not registered ..............................................................................................  -X TERMINATE 
 Don’t know ..................................................................................................  -X TERMINATE 

 
B. As things stand now, how likely are you to vote in the November general for US Senate and other 

offices – Would you say that you are certain to vote, almost certain to vote, will probably vote, or will 
you probably not vote in this election? 

Certain ..........................................................................................................  87 [CONTINUE] 

Almost certain ..............................................................................................  7 [CONTINUE] 
Probably vote ...............................................................................................  6 [CONTINUE] 
Probably not vote/Not voting  .......................................................................  -X [TERMINATE] 
 Don’t know ..................................................................................................  -X [TERMINATE]

]]  
4. If you knew a candidate had taken contributions from the gun lobby and had voted consistently with the 

NRA, would you be more or less likely to vote for that candidate? Would that be much (MORE/LESS) 
likely or only somewhat (MORE/LESS)? 

 
Much more likely ...........................................................  18 14 
Somewhat more likely ...................................................  12 7 
(VOL) No effect .............................................................  20 17 
Somewhat less likely .....................................................  15 15 
Much less likely .............................................................  31 41 
Don’t know/Refused ......................................................  5 6 

 
5. After the Uvalde school shooting, some elected officials who oppose gun safety reform said that school 

shootings were the price we have to pay for the 2nd Amendment.  Would you say you strongly agree, 
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with this statement?  

 
Strongly agree ...............................................................  7 8 
Somewhat agree ...........................................................  9 9 
Somewhat disagree ......................................................  13 13 
Strongly disagree ..........................................................  64 65 
Don’t know/Refused ......................................................  7 6 
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6. I am now going to read you a series of proposed reforms that could reduce the number of mass 
shootings.   Using a five-point scale please tell me how much you support or oppose that proposal with 
FIVE representing “Strongly support” and ONE representing “Strongly oppose.”  Here’s the first one… 

 
 ROTATE ORDER OPPOSE 

 
SUPPORT 

Ref MEAN 

a. A national background check requirement for all 
firearm sales. 12 2 4 6 76 1 4.33 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 10 1 2 2 84 1 4.51 

b. 
National "red flag" laws that allow a judge to order the 
temporary removal of guns from a person deemed a 
potential danger to others or themselves. 

18 3 11 8 59 2 3.87 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 18 2 7 2 68 2 4.02 

c. Allowing residents to carry guns without obtaining a 
permit from the state. 61 5 7 3 22 2 2.18 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 71 1 4 3 18 3 1.91 

d. Banning large capacity magazines that allow shooters 
to fire more than ten rounds without reloading. 37 5 8 4 43 3 3.13 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 41 4 7 3 42 3 3.02 

e. 
Regulating ghost guns, which are firearms that are 
untraceable and often undetectable by metal 
detectors  

28 2 6 5 56 2 3.61 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 28 2 5 4 59 2 3.65 

f. 
Requiring purchasers to pass a background check, 
obtain a license, and carry liability insurance before 
purchasing an assault weapon. 

22 3 10 8 56 2 3.74 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 16 3 5 2 72 2 4.14 

g. Removing the unique exemption that gives firearm 
manufacturers and dealers broad legal immunity. 37 5 14 5 35 4 2.97 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 45 2 7 4 37 6 2.85 

 
7. In your opinion, would you say that the easy access to guns enjoyed in Florida makes you feel safer or 

less safe in your community? Would that be much (MORE SAFE/LESS SAFE) or only somewhat (MORE 
SAFE/LESS SAFE)? 

 
Much more safe ............................................................  31 24 
Somewhat more safe ....................................................  14 10 
Somewhat less safe ......................................................  17 17 
Much less safe ..............................................................  31 45 
Don’t know/Refused ......................................................  7 4 
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8. Under current law, Florida requires licensed training to receive a concealed carry permit for the right to 
openly carry a firearm.  Governor DeSantis has suggested that he would support legislation that would 
allow any citizen to carry a firearm in public without being licensed by the state.  Would you say you 
strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose, or strongly oppose allowing Floridians to carry 
guns without permits in public?  

 
Strongly support ............................................................  18 13 
Somewhat support ........................................................  15 13 
Somewhat oppose ........................................................  10 10 
Strongly oppose ............................................................  53 62 
Don’t know/Refused ......................................................  4 2 

 
9. Now I’m going read some more statements that Marco Rubio has made about gun safety reforms. If you 

came to know the following statements were true about, please tell me whether it would make you MORE 
likely or LESS likely to re-elect Marco Rubio to the US Senate. If it would have no impact on your position 
one-way or the other, just say so.  (PROBE: Would you say that you would be much (MORE/LESS) likely 
or only somewhat (MORE/LESS) likely to vote for Rubio?) 

 
   MORE LIKELY  LESS LIKELY   

 ROTATE ORDER Much 
More 

S’what 
More 

No 
Effect 

S’what 
Less 

Much 
Less Ref MEAN 

A. In the wake of the Marjorie Stoneman 
Douglas High School shooting in Parkland, 
Marco Rubio said he would reconsider his 
position on banning large capacity 
magazines.  He then voted against 
legislation banning such magazines. 

18 10 22 10 37 3 3.4 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 19 11 16 10 41 3 3.45 

B. After the Uvalde shooting, Marco Rubio 
said background checks and banning 
assault weapons wouldn’t stop criminals, 
and that “the truth of the matter is these 
people are going to commit horrifying 
crimes, whether they have another weapon 
to do it, they’re going to figure out a way to 
do it.”  

30 13 13 6 36 3 3.04 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 26 10 8 6 42 7 3.29 

C. Val Demings voted for the first major gun 
safety legislation passed by Congress in 
nearly 30 years expanding background 
checks for those under 21, prevents those 
convicted of domestic abuse from owning a 
firearm and encouraging states to pass or 
toughen red flag laws to remove weapons 
from people deemed a threat to themselves 
or others 

36 15 17 7 21 4 2.61 

 Hispanic respondents in italics 47 9 10 5 24 4 2.49 
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11. In the last presidential election, did you vote for Republican Donald Trump, Democrat Joe Biden, or some 

other candidate?  
Trump ............................................................................  46 39 
Biden .............................................................................  43 47 
Other .............................................................................  5 6 
(VOL) Did not vote ........................................................  3 6 
Refused .........................................................................  3 3 

 
u Just a few more questions for statistical purposes only... 
 
D1. (Gender (Do Not Ask; Just Record): 

Male ...............................................................  45 
Female ..........................................................  55 

 
D2. Would you please tell me your age?  (IF "REFUSED," ASK:) Well, would you tell me which age group 

you belong to? 
  

18-34 ...........................................................................  16 
35-49 ...........................................................................  22 
50-64 ...........................................................................  29 
65-74 ...........................................................................  19 
75 and over .................................................................  14 
Don’t know/Refused ....................................................  - 

 
D3. Do any children under the age of 18 live in your home? 
  

Yes ....................................................................................................................  27 
No ......................................................................................................................  70 
  Don’t know/Refused………………………………. 2 

 
D4. And what was the last grade or degree you completed in school? 
 

0-11 ...............................................................................  2 
High School degree .......................................................  11 
12+/Some college/vocational degree ............................  24 
College degree ..............................................................  36 
Post-graduate degree (Masters, PhD, Law, MD) ..........  26 
 Don’t know/Refused .....................................................  2 

 
D5. In Florida, the media describes people as either black or African-American, Anglo or white, or Hispanic ... 

how would you describe yourself? 
African-American / Black ...................................................................................  13 
White / Anglo .....................................................................................................  65 
Hispanic/Latino ..................................................................................................  16 
Other [WRITE IN]____________ ......................................................................  3 
  Don’t know/Refused ........................................................................................  3 
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IF HISPANIC/LATINO 
D5a. As you know, the term Hispanic, or Latino, refers to people from different countries of Latin America and 

the Caribbean.  To what country in the Americas do you trace your ancestry? [DO NOT READ 
RESPONSE CATEGORIES]? 

Cuba ..................................................................................................................  32 
Puerto Rico .......................................................................................................  25 
Dominican Republic ..........................................................................................  7 
Mexico ...............................................................................................................  4 
Colombian .........................................................................................................  7 
Nicaragua ..........................................................................................................  2 
Venezuela .........................................................................................................  4 
Other Central America ......................................................................................  5 
Other South America .........................................................................................  4 
Other Caribbean ................................................................................................  4 
More than one ancestry ....................................................................................  3 
  Don’t know/Refused ........................................................................................  3 

 
May I verify that I dialed ____________________?   
 
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me. 


